Yaris belt squeal

I have had the belt changed a genuine Toyota one and the water pump also. I find when I turn it
on slowly the squeal is less but it is still there. Has anyone had this problem? GuruWM7NK
answered 2 years ago. Check this out I discovered after combing the internet, that there is a
glitch in the computer that makes the alternator demand full load if you don't wait a bit before
starting. Was not a mechanical issue at all GuruT1QJH answered 2 years ago. There is a very
helpful video on Youtube which addresses this problem, if you follow it, your problem will go
away. GuruX77V3 answered 2 years ago. Its the alternator. When you turn car on at first battery
needs charging so alternator is under stress. Berring going in alternator. Squeel stops when bat
charged and alternator done working. GuruLZ answered about a year ago. Mine does this and
the mechanic said it's the clutch on my ac compressor. Could also be the bearing. I replaced the
belt twice thinking that was the problem. I have had the belt changed a genuine Toyota one and
the water pump als I found my ac clutch off and sitting on the bottom of car. It's threaded and
screwed right back on the ac compressor next to pulley. I hand tighTened it back on. What will
keep t My Yaris AC works only when the car is idle, once it moves its stops working. There is no
leak!!. I have been told my toyota yaris A needs a transmission flush B Doesn't need a
transmission flush because it is world standard C A flush could mess up the transmission I do
not know what to do. I have Toyota Yaris. Right front tire has a metal on metal rubing noise. At
times the rubbing noise sounds tinny. Almost sounds like a piece of metal has come loose. I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Toyota Yaris squeal. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota
Yaris question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Toyota Yaris Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Drives: stock Join Date: Aug I've never posted here before but
thought this might be of help for some of you. I have almost 90k miles on my wife's Yaris and
since about 50k miles, the belt squeaks every now and then. I decided to tighten it myself and to
my surprise there is no tensioner. You are just supposed to pry on it while tightening. After
doing so, it was not much better. So I brought it to my local Toyota dealership and had them put
a new one on thinking they would be able to do it right since this is the first time I've seen a belt
without a tensioner. I picked up the car and the brand new belt squealed worse than it ever did
before. So I went home and made my own tensioner. Here are a few pictures of what I did. I just
got some angle iron and cut 2 pieces about 1. Put a couple bolts in and made my own tensioner.
No more squealing. Angle iron can be picked up at Home Depot or Lowe's for a couple bucks.
You just tighten down the two bolts on the alternator slider and have the two pieces about 1"
apart. Then put a bolt through the two L brackets and start tightening. You can put washers in
between them if you want to space them out further and not tension the belt as much. Don't
over tighten, but this is a sure fire way to not have it squeak anymore. Interesting idea! Just
remember though, those pieces of angle iron will rust FAST!! You might want to remove them
and hit them with some paint. Drives: Yaris sedan Join Date: Apr In my oblong hole on the metal
plate is tensioning the belt. Tensioner is not needed. The adjusting slider is all that's needed.
Instructions below. Lil Abner, they are already painted black. I'm well aware what Toyota thinks
is necessary and how to do it. My point is that neither I, nor the Toyota technicians can
successfully perform that apparently as a brand new belt still squeals after doing it properly.
Therefore, a tensioner makes it dead simple and squeal proof. And as you found out, taking
them to a shop doesnt fix the problem. One thing: I dont understand how it works! CAn you
explain some more? How do you use the adjuster? Ok, using the picture below, you start by
tightening down bolt 1 all the way so it wont budge. Bolt 2 is in stock location and needs to be
loose. Bolt 2 is the one that moves with the alternator and moves as belt tightens or loosens.
Now L brackets should be about 1" apart and you put bolt 3 in and start tightening. As you
tighten 3, it pulls the alternator out towards the front of the car, also tightening the belt. Once
you like how tight the belt is, tighten up bolt 2 and it will all stay there. Then you and the
technician are failing to do it correctly or you have another problem. Their are hundreds of
thousands of yari around the world that do not squeak. Originally Posted by bronsin. Drives:
black yaris Join Date: Oct I dont wanna start a problem. You can easily just tighten the belt
without using those brackes and using a crowbar or lever of some sort to pull the alt. Your idea
is very interesting though. My only problem is over tightening it and ruining your alt bearing for
the newbies. And if that 3 bolt isnt of all the way because you can still overtighten it, the
vibrations of the motor will shake it off and possible land inbetween a belt and pulley and shred
it. Just my 2 cents. Originally Posted by "G". Originally Posted by andrewmcg. You act like this
is some ghetto mod that I just invented. Ive owned over 30 cars and this is the first time Ive

owned a car without a belt tensioner. Its a stupid idea from Toyota to not have one. There have
been many ideas and inventions by manufacturers that only last a few years cuz they were
stupid and Im willing to bet this is one of them. And, yes you could weld that nut to make the
adjustment a one wrench affair. Yes, you drill 2 holes in each piece of angle iron. As for rust, I
don't know if you drive with your hood off your car or what but my engine bay will never see
enough water to rust those :. QUOTE] I believe the squeal problem is due to the new flat belts
which need beaucoup tension not to squeal. Almost NO car I ever owned had tensioneers. Nor
were they needed with the old fashioned V belt. You could get a very satisfactory tension using
the pry method. My sister's Sienna minivan has a similar process for tightening the power
steering pump V6, down in the back of the engine. I "thought" I used enough leverage to tighten
a brand new belt. After a week of driving and stretching the belt, I was back under the van, with
HELP, to re-tighten it. The only downside with that one was you needed the power of ZEUS to
release it. But it never squealed. So yeah, now I'm not looking forward to replacing my belt! If
you have a serpentine belt and that kind of tensioner that comes with it spring loaded the
tensioneer can fail like at 80k miles If you dont have it, it cant break! If you have a serpentine
belt and that kind of tensioner that comes with it spring loaded the tensioneer can fail like at 80k
miles. Here is a picture with the washers in between to show it with less tension if you want. I
still like the guys who think that prying with a pry bar or using a wrench with a tensioner has
any different outcome. The only difference is: 1. With this setup, I have exactly the tension I
want. Not too much, not too little. With this setup, I don't have to leverage a pry bar against my
aluminum block and be scared of putting a hole in the timing cover or block. Cast aluminum is
easy to put a hole in. All times are GMT The time now is AM. User Name. Remember Me? Mark
Forums Read. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Send a private message to andrewmcg. Find More
Posts by andrewmcg. Send a private message to Lil Abner. Find More Posts by Lil Abner. Send
a private message to MickZEL. Send a private message to "G". Find More Posts by "G". Send a
private message to bronsin. Find More Posts by bronsin. Quote: Originally Posted by bronsin
Awesome! Send a private message to ilikerice. Find More Posts by ilikerice. Quote: Originally
Posted by "G" Then you and the technician are failing to do it correctly or you have another
problem. Quote: Originally Posted by andrewmcg Ok, using the picture below, you start by
tightening down bolt 1 all the way so it wont budge. Quote: Originally Posted by andrewmcg As
for rust, I don't know if you drive with your hood off your car or what but my engine bay will
never see enough water to rust those :. Quote: Originally Posted by bronsin If you have a
serpentine belt and that kind of tensioner that comes with it spring loaded the tensioneer can
fail like at 80k miles. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Squealing Belt. Supercharger Belt Slip
Possible fix. Got a bit of a squealy belt on my 1. The garage have adjusted the tension but it
came back. I've heard loosely that there's a spray not WD you can get as a way of coating or
lubricating the belt, thus hopefully wiping out the squeal. Any ideas? Had a quick trip to
Halfords but nothing stood out. Had this problem on mine. Had the belts replaced with genuine
Toyota belts which stopped the noise for a while but it always comes back. WD40 will work for a
time despite all the doomsayers saying it will rot the belt this isn't my experience, and I've seen
a few garages use it but you can buy some belt dressing which should last longer. Haven't tried
it myself though. The noise is generally moisture on the belts which is why it wears off after a
few miles. Also belts can get glazed in time which doesn't help, but like I say, replacements also
soon get glazed. The belt can be tightened. There is an adjuster plus nut beside the alternator..
The belt is at maximum load when the engine is cold and the Battery is giving current to the
starter. If the belt is damp, that makes it worse. Belt dressings are a waste of time they make
they belt 'sticky' and little else. If a belt squeels and the tension is correct, and the
alternator,idler pulley, air con pulley etc. Despite popular opinion belts do not stretch. They are
designed to drive from the sides of the V's When the belt wears it sits deeper in the pulley
grooves, looses tension and gives the impression it has stretched. When belts become very
worn they sit so low in the pulley grooves they try to drive from the bottom of the groove which
they are not designed to do, there is very little friction for drive so the belt slips and squeels.
Premature wear can also be caused by one or more pulleys out of line. Use a genuine Toyota
belt or Dayco. Cheap belts are useless. Beforefitting clean the pulley grooves with methylated
spirit to remove the residue of the old belt, a task often neglected! I was taught this proceedure
over sixty years ago and have never had a squeeling belt. Was out in the 58 reg car today, the
belt was squealing for ages. After a while I had a little look at it. With the engine off I ran my
finger over one of the pulleys. My finger was blackened so wondering. The vehicle is covered
under extended warranty so considering calling the garage in the morning, although the service
booklet states that most aux. Gonna inspect the belt again in the morning to help make up my
mind here, but it's looking like a new belt's going on. On the plus side the squeal is nowhere
near as bad as the belt slip on a work colleague's 58 reg Suzuki Swift - that thing can burst

eardrums! If your finger was black with belt dust then a new belt is needed and clean the
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pulleys. The new belt will grip rather than slip on the old belt debris. You can post now and
register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text
instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert
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